Does phosphorylation increase the binding affinity of aluminum? A computational study on the aluminum interaction with serine and O-phosphoserine.
Several toxic effects arise from aluminum's presence in living systems, one of these effects is to alter the natural role of enzymes and non-enzyme proteins. Aluminum promotes the hyperphosphorylation of normal proteins. In order to assess the aluminum-binding abilities of phosphorylated proteins and peptides, the interaction of aluminum at different pH with serine and phosphoserine is studied by a Density Functional Theory study, combined with polarizable continuum models to account for bulk solvent effects, and the electronic structure of selected complexes are analyzed by Quantum Theory of "Atoms in Molecules". Our results confirm the high ability of aluminum to bind polypeptides as the pH lowers. Moreover, the phosphorylation of the building blocks increases the affinity for aluminum, in particular at physiological pH. Finally, aluminum shows a tendency to be chelated forming different size rings.